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Ideology and Accommodation:
The Thomas Report and Catholic
secondary education in New Zealand
Jenny Collins
Massey University

Catholic education authorities have been described as 'the most vociferous
critics' of the 1944 Thomas Report and its new 'common core' curriculum for
New Zealand secondary schools. Yet the Catholic response was not a fixed one,
rather it evolved as a result of extensive discussions and in the light of
negotiations with the state. The issue to be highlighted in this paper is that
faced with a major new state initiative in secondary education, a well
organised but diverse minority group was able, after wide-ranging
consultations among Catholic education groups and ensuing protracted
discussions with Dr C. E. Beeby, the state Director of Education, to negotiate a
curriculum that was acceptable to the Catholic education hierarchy.
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Commen tat ors have described the New· Zealand Catholic education
authorities as the most vociferous crit ics' of the 1944 Thomas Report and
its new common core curriculum for secondary schools, Yet to dismiss the
Catholic response as a reactionary stance? fails to acknowledge a key factor
which I wish to address in this paper: that the Catholic response was not
a fixed one, rather it evolved as a result of extensive discussions within
their educational community and in the light of negotiations with the state,
The problem is that whilst many commentators mention Catholic
opposition to the Thomas Report, they tend to over-generalise it as merely
conservative. As a consequence they understate the complexities inherent
within the Catholic position. But more significantly, earlier commentators
also miss the opportunity to look at the way educational politics actually
worked in this crucial instance. The issue to be highlighted in this paper
is that faced with. a major new state initiative in secondary education,
a well organised but otherwise quite diverse minority group is finally able,
after wide-ranging consultations among Catholic education groups,
followed by confrontations between state educational authorities and the
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Catholic hierarchy and the ensuing protracted discussions which reflected
a willingness to compromise on both sides, to successfully negotiate
an acceptable solution. Had this solution not been achieved, then the
alternative may have been a separate curriculum for Catholic secondary
schools.
Before examining the Catholic reactions to the Thomas Report,
it is necessary for readers to understand the context and contents
of the Thomas Report together with why both the Labour Government and
C, E. Beeby, its Director of Education, were so committed to it. By 1935
the extension of free secondary schooling to all children and the raising
of the compulsory school leaving age to fifteen were key features of the
newly elected Labour Government's plans for the social and economic
reconstruction of New Zealand life.3 The 1936 abolition of the Proficiency
Examination which had limited entry to secondary education constituted
the first step. A further opportunity came in 1942 with the movement
of the university entrance examination from the third to the fourth year
and the introduction of a system of accrediting, Dr C. E. Beeby, the
Director-General of Education noted, however, that the new freedom ,..
though less than some had hoped for, was greater than many schools were
prepared to use.! At the same time the government wanted to assure the
public that changes in educational policy would not disadvantage the needs
of the academic minority of pupils.?
In November 1942, the complex problem of how to reorganise the
curriculum of the secondary schools was referred to a consultative
committee under the chairmanship of William Thomas, a former rector
of Timaru Boys High School. Beeby prepared a long and careful
memorandum for the first meeting of the committee which set the task
in the context of government policy to maintain high academic standards
for the scholarly but to ensure a full and realist education to fit the bulk
of the population." The committee, recruited under Beeby's direction, was
representative of a broad spectrum of parties interested in secondary
education. There were, however, key omissions; there being no primary,
intermediate or Maori members. Crucially the committee also failed
to include a representative of the Catholic schools.
The Thomas Report, which was made available to the public in early
1944, was premised on the need for a careful compromise between the
rights of the State and those of schools." It proposed a common core
curriculum that would cater for the non-academically minded as well
as providing for the interests of the intellectually bright mtnonty."
In contrast to the selective, separatist forms of secondary schooling
adopted in England and Wales after 1944, the Thomas Committee favoured
a comprehensive secondary system where students would study a common
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core curriculum including art, music and physical education for their
first two or three years. A School Certificate awarded on the basis
of a Department controlled external examination, was expected to be
attempted at the end of four years. English would be compulsory and
students would select three or four other subjects from a wide range of
subjects including practical ones."

Reaction to the Tho-mas Report
Catholics were not alone in expressing disquiet over the implications
of the Thomas Report. The Association of Heads of the Registered
Secondary Schools of New Zealand expressed cautious approval of the
curriculum's aim to meet the needs of the average pupil while raising
ques tions abou t the sui tability of History, Social Stu die s and General
Science for the limited capabilities of some pupils. They noted that the
Report had failed to take into account the inter-relation between Primary
and Post-Primary curricula and that it lacked emphasis on Christian
principles and truths." Some commentators thought that the Committee
had assigned too much importance to craft subjects, fearing that foreign
languages, as well as other academic subjects would soon become
marginaIised. The main objection to the compulsory core curriculum was
that it would result in a levelling down effect for academic studenrs.!'
WilIiam Anderson, the Professor of Philosophy at the University
of Auckland, denounced the educational philosophy and practice
underlying the Thomas Committee recommendations in a pamphlet called
The Flight from Reason in New Zealand Education. He prophesised that
only parents wealthy enough to send their children to Australia or England
would be able to gain what had hitherto been the right of all, a grammarschool educatto n.P
The initial Catholic response to the Thomas Committee report
was marked by caution. At a meeting of Catholic Teachers at the Sacred
Heart Convent in Remuera, Brother Borgia (Marist Brother and Headmas ter of Sacred Heart College) thought that it savoured too much
of theorists and enthusiasts, Bishop Liston saw some potential advantages
in the new freedom offered to schools while Dr Terry, the Director
of Catholic Education in the Auckland Diocese, complained about
the tendencies and trends of present-day educational naturaltsrn.f
The meeting re-cognised advantages in the raised leaving age, as well
as freedoms offered by choice and treatments of topics in English and
Social Studie s.Ji It identified potential difficulties in staffing and
resourcing an expanded secondary system and sugges ted a central Catholic
Training School to meet an anticipated demand for more qualified Catholic
secondary teach ers ."
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By early 1944 the Catholic press began to identify a conflict of values
between the proposed reforms and Catholic principles. The New. Zealand
Tablet called for Catholic educators to examine
not only how far (the reforms) will help in producing an educated democracy but
how effective they are likely to be in preparing the younger generation for the
grave responsibilities of the future, to carry on the sound traditions of the past,
arid to face with courage, intelligence and determination the developments
to come. 16

Serious ideological differences between the state sponsored reform
process and the Catholic world view were articulated in a series
of pamphlets published by the Auckland Catholic Teachers' Association.
In one, J. C. Reid lamented the Thomas Committee's adoption of what
he saw as Russian reforms just at the point when the Russians were
abandoning them Y In a second commentary Sis t er Dorothea Loughnan
RSCJ, suggested that if the new scheme became compulsory, it would be
the only gate to public positions and no Catholic could afford to let the
Report go unchallenged.P While she identified a number of good points
in the Report including freedom for schools (though a limited freedom),
the stressing of aesthetic education and opportunities to widen the field
of history, she challenged the Report on three key points. First, she
lamented the lack of a true core centred on religious values. Second, she
challenged the implication that citizenship in a democracy could be taught
by running a school along democratic lines, that is, by allowing the pupils
who had no experience, a measure of self-government-e-a voice in the
framing of the rules. The tendency to deprecate the principle of authority
and the need for self-control formed the basis of her third objection, for
without authority society would dissolve into anarchy.'?
What we Catholics want is not only a well-informed, cultured mind, good taste,
clever fingers, sharpened brains, but moral goodness, a sense of duty, a strong
straight reliable will that will turn to good ends the aptitudes acquired at school
.... It is the absence of religion, the complete ignoring of God and His rights
that vitiates the whole syllabus. 20

The Catholic posinon as expressed here represented a long held belief
that the influence of a secular state controlled curriculum would directly
threaten the values implicit in the separate Catholic education system.
In this they were not alone, evidence of this concern being expressed
by other proponents of Christian values and truths.I'
A further criticism of the Report was based on the effect of the reforms
on academic standards, a view supported by a range of commentators.
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A series of articles published in the Zealandia in 1944) argued that the
new syllabus failed to put first things first and that it rejected without
good grounds the traditional methods of training, 22
The literatures of old Europe were well named the Humanities: from them men
caught the power to observe, to reflect, to feel deeply and nobly ... , It is the
privilege and duty of the English teacher gradually to introduce his pupils to the
bes t, accord ing to, rh eir ca pacity: 23

However, another commentator saw in the new freedoms an opportunity
to devise a Catholic course of Social Studies:
If the schools are left really free to devise their own courses in Social Studies,

a really valuable course could be drawn up by Catholic teachers .... The needs
of pupils not academically minded have been properly catered for. They have
been 100 much neglected in the past. On the other hand it is desirable that even
the academic be obliged to acquire some proficiency in crafts and or music. 24

It is not so much the specific Catholic responses to the proposed
reforms that are of interest here. As we have seen many Catholic concerns
were shared by other sections of the education community. What
is significant is the unique way Catholic educational politics worked in this
instance. During 1944 an initially diverse minority group was able, through
a process of internal consultation among its own educators, fuelled by
a public media campaign, to come together to formulate many of their
criticisms into specific objections against English, social studies,
arithmetic, botany and physical education and the values of the new
education which they saw as underpinning the proposed syllabus. At the
heart of these expressed criticisms of specific curriculum proposals was
the fear that a state imposed philosophy of education would sup plant
Catholic truth as the only core of the curriculum." As Loughnan put it
If Catholic Schools are going to fall in with the requirements of the Report,

as they must do to some extent if they are to compete in external examinations,
will there be any real difference between Catholic and State schools given (the
freedom given to State Schools) the daily period for religious knowledge?26

The Education Department's publication of prescribed texts was seen
as a particular threat to Catholic autonomy, a long step towards tyranny.27
In the Catholic view textbooks for subjects like botany, physiology,
geography and history needed to reflect the presence of God in the
world.j" A social studies textbook called Man and his World by Professor
Mainwaring became the focus of considerable alarm as is evidenced in the
following extract from an address by Archbishop Liston.
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There is no mention of God in the creation of the world: somehow it just
happened. No mention of the supreme book in the history of man, the Bible ....
If parents allow the Education Department to impose this book on teachers and
pupils our country will pay the penalty.29

There was a measure of support for this concern with Departmental
control of textbooks in newspapers such as The Auckland Star.
It would be interesting to know why the preface to the catalogue of text-books
(in the Education Gazette) stated that except under the approval of the Director,
books not on the list were not to be used as class books ... it was a simple
transition, in the course of time to These books and no others shall be used. 3D

By taking issue with the Thomas Committee recommendations, Catholic
education authorities found themselves, making a detailed assessment
of the state of Catholic education in New Zealand. In a series of meetings
and conferences held in the four dioceses from late 1944 into 1945,
Catholic secondary school teachers analysed the Thomas Report, examining
its implications for Catholic secondary schools. For the first time since the
1877 Education Act had made elementary education free compulsory and
secular, Catholics found themselves faced with the issues of how they
might in the post war years organise and maintain a system that was
distinctively and qualitatively different from state schools. Father Noel
Gascoigne, the director of Catholic education in the Wellington diocese
saw in th e publication of the Report some opportuni ties, by making full
use of the liberty given us, to maintain the high standards of the past, and
... like th e Monas terie s of 0 Id, to save tru e sch 01 arshi p for our eau ntry. 31
He felt that the time was right for Catholic education to consider its
own system along the lines of the American and Scottish models.
The present Director of Education is an experimentalist, and, although our ideal
in Education is quite different from his, he would not, in the opinion of the
lecturers, oppose our setting up our own system. The standard of education
in the State schools is being lowered, and we can capitalise on this.3 2

By mid 1944, the Catholic hierarchy had narrowed the focus of its
criticisms to two aspects of the Report: the values of new education and
the .Iowering of academic standards. Firstly they argued that the new
edu cation values implied in the Report would signal an increase in secular
values in secondary education and a consequent move away from
traditional beliefs and disciplines fundamental to Catholic schools.
Secondly they feared that the new curriculum would result in a lowering
of academic standards and thus threaten the rights of academically able
Catholic pupils to higher e ducatio nand accesstop ublic serviee pos itions
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which had been guaranteed via the public examination system. A memo
from Gascoigne to the principals of the secondary schools of the
Archdiocese of Wellington summed up the bishop's concerns.
(The Hierarchy) desire our schools to be shielded from the outlook of the New
Education ... viz, the giving of such liberty to the pupil that he may be able
to pursue whatever he feels an urge or impulse to do, the safeguarding of him
from the discip line of hard work, the relegation of the classics to a place of
inferior importance, and the rendering impossible of a truly academic education.
They desire to safeguard the standards of scholarship of the past, if not to excel
them, and they strive also to preserve the children of our schools from the
insidious influence of text-books which flout Christian standards of thought and
conduct. 33

A decision was made to begin work on a syllabus for a Catholic
corres ponding common core" including a suggested lis t of text-books for
English, social studies, mathematics, science and physical education. Music
and craft were to be omitted from the Catholic common core although
teachers were asked to give their views upon what a voluntary syllabus
might contain. Teachers of Latin and French were also asked
to prepare a syllabus, textbooks and to indicate the amount of time that
should be given per week to these important subiects.t' The study
of languages and Latin, in particular, reflected Catholic concerns with an
area of learning that was deemed to be a necessary preparation for
religious studies for clergy and religious life. Because the State seems
adamant about biology-" teachers were asked to consider how it might
be framed within a science course.
Developing a separate curriculum

The justification for a separate Catholic curriculum was based on the
Catholic object ion to the Thomas Committee's compulsory core its
allocation of times to particular subjects and its control of the con tent
of courses through prescribed text-books and reading lists .. Gascoigne
pointed out that in the past teachers had the guidance of the examination
prescriptions but were largely left free to plan their courses as they saw fit.
Now the fear was that this new control would allow the State to introduce
ideas which were unacceptable in Catholic sch ools such as evolu tion in the
sciences, naturalism in biology and social sciences, sex instruction and
a history syllabus that was not taught from a Catholic viewpoint, He argued
for the Church's right to teach and plan its curriculum without detailed
direction and supervision by the State, a righ t he believe d had been
infringed by the introduction of the proposed new curriculum in postprimaryeducationY
J
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Nevertheless, the argument which the bishops eventually adopted
as central to their criticism of the Thomas Report showed less
preoccupation with providing an alternative curriculum and focussed more
on ensuring the independence of the Catholic school system from State
surveillance and control. They were primarily concerned to ensure freedom
for their schools, a freedom which would ensure that their schools were
not subject to social and intellectual influences inimical to Roman
Cathotictsrn.P
Peter Fraser, the Prime Minister, concerned by the strength of Catholic
opposition to the proposed curriculum reforms, invited Gascoigne
to a meeting in early August 1944, Fraser was at pains to tell Gascoigne
that he had not had a chance to read the Thomas Report due to his many
duties as war-time Prime Minister and as a conseque nce had got out
of touch with educational trends in the country. He welcomed
an opportunity to hear the nature of Catholic opposition to the report.P
As a consequence a meeting with the Catholic Hierarchy was planned for
early September.
Present at the meeting on 6 September were Archbishop O'Shea,
a number of Catholic bishops,' the Prime Minister and the Minister
of Education. At the request of the Catholic delegation, the Director
of Education, C. E, Beeby, was not invited, an omission that caused some
difficulties later. The Prime Minister acknowledged that it had been
a blunder not to have invited a Catholic representative to be part of the
Consultative Committee and agreed to the appointment of Dr Noel
Gascoigne to act as a representative of the interests of the Catholic
hierarchy in its dealings with the Department. 40 In an atmosphere
characterised by a spirit of constructive friendliness the Prime Minister
reassured the bishops that schools such as (theirs) had a valuable part
to play in the educational life of the country, and should be encouraged
to keep their own traditions etc. and go their own way.41 The Bishops
in their turn told the Prime Minister:
We did not wish our schools to stand isolated-that we were anxious to
co-operate fully with the Department and fit in the general framework ... in a
special way they insisted on having full recognition for their Svllab us-e-It would
be submitted to the Department and be agreed upon and approved-on
examinations and accrediting being on the basis of this approved Syllabus and
the work done, and on Certificates carrying the same value as those of other
schoals. 42

The subsequent discussions between the Catholic education authorities
and the Education Department brought about an association between two
men who were to have an important influence on subsequent developments
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in Catholic education, Dr Noel Gascoigne J priest and Director of Catholic
Schools in the Archdiocese and Dr C. E. Beeby, the Director of Education.
The relationship between Beeby and Gascoigne was extremely important
and will be considered in some detail. Suffice it to say at this poin t that
the [WO men-one a Catholic priest and [he other seen by the Catholic
authorities to be a liberal secularist-achieved a working relationship and
considerable respect for each other's viewpoint. This understanding was
reached despite the strongest reservations on the p art of the bishops and
initially Gascoigne himself, reservations which stemmed from the
perception that Beeby was the personification of the Department with its
new education and its philosophy of secularism.

Negotiating with the Department
The progress of the negotiations between the Catholic hierarchy and the
Ministry of Education is revealed in an exchange of reports and personal
letters between Gascoigne and Bishop Patrick Lyons who acted as advisor
to Gascoigne in his dealings with [he Education· Department. This
correspondence throws light on the sensitivity with which the Catholic
educational authorities approached any discussion with the state regarding
their schcols.v Lyons (1903-1967) was deeply conservative on matters
affecting doctrinal orthodoxy and church order. Q'Reilly suggests that he
viewed the policy of secular education with considerable suspicion. In this
respect he represented a return to the doctrinaire opposition to secular
education typified by Bishop Patrick Moran. Whereas Moran had opposed
the 1877 Education Act in New Zealand on the grounds that secularists and
agnostics had joined forces to create a system of schools which were antireligious and anti-Catholic, subsequent Catholic leaders such as Bishop
Cleary had shown themselves more willing to acknowledge the practical
difficulties within which the 1877 Act had been framed. 44
Gascoigne rep rese nted a mode rate cons ervati ve Cath 0 lie p osiuon.
As the result of his contact with European developments in educational
thought in the 1930s and his later experience in the United States
as a Fulbright Scholar, he brought a wider experience of international
trends in education to negotiations regarding Catholic schcols.f
In contrast to Dr Terry's p ublie and frequently provocative claims that the
new education policy represented state imposed rank, poisonous heresy
from the Catholic point of view ,.. totalitarian regimentation and State
control of every department of national life,46 and the bishops' insistence
on
the au ton amy of Catholic education, Gascoigne presented
a more concilia tory approach that promo ted accep ranee of the Catholic
position and better relations with the Department of Education.
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The 1944 Conference on Education

The government chose to conEront criticisms of the Thomas Report by
holding a national education conference in late October 1944. Any doubt
about the status of the Thomas Report would have been eliminated once
Mason announced the Government's intention 10 translate the Committee's
recommendation into legislation in 1945.47 Nevertheless, both Mason and
Beeby .were aware of the need 10 manage the in traduction of the Thomas
recommendations skilfully in order not to alienate the post-primary sector.
With this in mind Mason declared that post-primary teachers should feel
f reeta war k 0 ut the irow n sol uti 0 ns. 48
Catholic delegates to the conference included Father Cyril Callaghan SM
and Gascoigne. To Gascoigne's disappointment
The atmosphere was heavily charged against an y criticism .... Those in favour
of the Report were there in their force, from the opening speech in its defence
by the head of the Consultative Committee to the end. There was very effective
quashing of any attempt to bring out its shortcomings. Fr Callaghan spoke for
15 minutes immediately follo wing Mr Thomas .,. , I pay tribute to his
efforts, doubly so for he spoke, I repeat, in an atmosphere that called for high
courage ... 49

Any support Catholic delegates may have expected for their call for
freedom to work out their own curriculum solutions failed to materialise
in the public forum of the conference as Gascoigne wryly noted in his
report to the bishops: 'Several spoke in private afterwards of the
soundness of the Catholic criticism. It is a thousand pities that they had
not the courage to back us up in the public arena'.50
The Catholic hierarchy's criticism of state incursions into the jealously
guarded autonomy of Catholic secondary education sh ould no t be seen as a
rejection of the increasing influence of the state in the overall life of the
country. Privately, at least, the bishops supported the welfare state,
Delegates to the conference were instructed to support the Government's
proposal to establish kindergartens, nursery schools, youth services,
vocational guidance centres and other subsidiary educational facilities.
Nevertheless, the bishops wanted to ensure a proper measure
of control so that children were deprived neither of maternal care and
Christian training nor subjected to un-Christian influenccs.f In other
words, state assistance was acceptable but state surveillance was not,
particularly where it interfered with a bishop's right to supervise and
con trol 0 rt hodox Ca th olic teach ing. 52
Despite his frustration at the bitter atmosphere of the Conference, the
wave of anti-Catholicism again rampant, and suggestions that Catholics
were out for their own syllabus, Gascoigne acknowledged the
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Chairperson's scrupulous fairness to the Catholic delegates and was
ass ured by Mason that his contentions would be taken note of. Gascoigne
utilised lessons from the splendidly run format to organise a National
Conference of Catholic Teachers in January 1945, which met to discuss an
alternative compulsory core curriculum for Catholic secondary schools.v
At this point the correspondence between Gascoigne and Bishop Lyons
reveals a small but significant shift in the anti-reform rhetoric and the
beginnings of some accommodation with the proposed new curriculum.
This is evident in suggestions that schemes of study that kept close to the
Departmental drafting of the New Education Regulations might be more
successful in achieving the desired ends than a proposal for a new
cur ric ulurn.54
Achieving a compromise

Gasgoigne met with Beeby in early May 1945, sending him a summary of the
proposals made by Catholic teachers conferences in the four centres and
a separate private letter which outlined the Catholic case for a separate
syllabu s,55 At the beginning of the ir disc ussio n, Gascoigne raise d a nu mber
of issues: pre-school education, registration of small schools, bus
transportation, boarding allowances, school building permits, the place
and importance of physical education, housecraft and clothing, general
science, Greek, chemistry social studies and School Certificate history. The
mee ting was eh aracteris ed by t he most friendly feel ing. 56 In an extended
cricket metaphor that set the tone for their relationship, Beeby agreed
to a number of key Catholic demands, noting,
You have scored what in your paper you claimed was number one priority-the
elimination of sex instruction and that for EVERY (emphasis in original) school
in New Zealand. It is true you did not score your second priority-arithmetic
as a separate option, but I have told you my policy, and you can see I have not
entirely by-passed the Catholic. thesis. You have gained your third priority, the
further reduction in the co mmon core, by the reduction of Physical Educat io n to
l.S units. You have scored re the extension of the time to notify me re Options.
We have met you as regards Church Music: we have altered the three languages
syllabuses: we have introduced questions in English Literature: We have satisfied
your science masters re Optional Maths. 57

In regard to th e proposal for a separate sche me of study for Catholic
schools, Beeby assured Gascoigne that he would never tolerate any attempt
to force a non-Catholic or anti-Catholic philosophy on Catholic schools and
that his sole criticism was that we had aped the State system too much and
not Catholicised our schools as we might. 58
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It was obvious from this meeting that the Departmen t was prepared
to compromise over a range of curriculum issu es. Significantly, however,
the meeting between Gascoigne and Beeby revealed a fundamental shift
in the position of th e Catholic educational authorities in relation to the
proposed curriculum reform, While the bishops had made it clear that their
first aim was to safeguard the pu pils in their schools from any threat
of their be ing influe nced by the curren t ph ilosop hy of tod ay59 yet th ey als 0
wished to protect the general standard of education in Catholic schools,
Historically, state examinations had provided the chief means by which
'we have in the past demonstrated our equality (at least) with the state
schools'.60 Gascoigne admitted to Beeby that Catholic pupils needed to sit
state exams otherwise they would be penalised in th e employment market.
It followed, therefore, that 'our syllabus must be very like the State one.'61
This was a clear acknowledgement that there were few options regarding
an alternative curriculum and examination system that could be
entertained. The problem was, as Sister Dorothea Loughnan had earlier
predicted, that the Thomas curriculum and the new School Certificate were
likely to be the only gate to public positionsf and the bishops wanted to
do nothing that would prevent the eduea tional and economic advancemen t
of their pupils. It was increasingly apparent that their two aims were in
conflict and as 0' Reilly po in t s 0 ut, the hie rarc hy was foreed to modify the
first in favour of the second.f
Thus the restrictions on Catholic freedom came, not so much from state
education authorities imposing a new curriculum on Catholic schools but
from the purposes Catholic educational authorities hoped to realise
through their schools, As a consequence it became impossible for bishops
to disregard the Thomas Report by adopting a different curriculum or by
establishing separate examinations for their schools. Instead, asO'Reilly
argued,
They were compelled to take issue with
negotiation seek either, as in the case of sex
changed, or in other matters, to ensure that
phrased in such a way that they could give
their schools. 64

the Thomas Report and through
instruction to have the curriculum
the De partme nts Regulations were
effect to exemptions obtained for

Ironically, by seeking to satisfy the different exp ecrations of the
Department of Education, of parents and of employers, the bishops
eventually found that it was practically impossible to diverge widely from
Departmen tal standards and they h ad to accept in practice a reduction
of the theoretical freedoms for which they had argued so vehemently,
An added complication resulted from Catholic requests for practical
exemptions from aspects of core and optional subjects. While the Thomas
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Report emphasised the freedom of the individual teacher from unnecessary
restrictions, Gascoigne's request to Beeby for the guarantee of a regulation
'giving us that liberty spoken of time and time again in the Report'65
in effect, asked the Department to restrict the very freedom recommended
by the Thomas Committee in order that Catholic schools should continue
with business as usual. Beeby noted the irony:
Can you see my Dilemma? It is repugnant to me that I should debar you from
so doing, and yet he who is asked to give you the right to do it (and I am being
so asked) must by implication have assigned to him by the petitioners
(yourselves) the power NOT to give it to you! Do you see that in reality I am
wan ting to give you grea te r free d 0 m of action than even you wan 1. 66

A matter of politics

In his role as liaison between the Cath olic hierarchy and the Education
Dep artrne nt Gascoigne was subject to the auth ority and counsel of the
bishops. He had a close relationship with Lyons (as the correspondence
reveals) and on more than one occasion called on him directly for advice
on how to proceed. In his letters, he reported back to the bishops on the
content and context of the discussions regarding the proposed curriculum
reforms. At the same time he found himself having to represent the views
of the Education Department back to the hierarchy and justify actions that
he had taken and accommodations he found necessary to make in the
context of the negotiations.
Despite Beeby's reassurances that there were no threats to Catholic
freedom, the bishops were determined to ensure that references to liberty
were included in the Education Regulations that would give legal force
to the Thomas recommendations. When no such inclusion seemed to be
forthcoming, they asked Gascoigne to meet with Beeby in early August
1945 to gain his reassurance on the matter. Gascoigne found himself
in a difficult position. On the one hand he had the bishops' reminder
to him that their meeting with Fraser in September 1944 had guaranteed
them freedom for their schools (a meeting that Beeby was not invited to).
On the other hand it was clear (as a result of the informal nature of the
May discussion held between Beeby and Gascoigne) that there were
no minu tes of the decision 67 and Beeby seemed to have forgot ten his
agreement to include a reference to freedom in the Regulations.
So Gascoigne found himself explaining the Catholic position to Beeby all
over again and encountering the same response that under,
no circumstances would he (Beeby) ever stand for the forcing of an antiCatholic philosophy in Catholic schools. 68 It was a delicate position
as Gascoigne explained to the bishops later:
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I did mention in my first negotiations the fact that this had been discussed by
the Hierarchy and that the Ministers had seen its reasonableness ... bu t I went
no further ". for two reasons, one a technical point the other a psychological
point ." . The Technical point-I have consulted your Lordships memo ." and
I find these words Freedom-Here again the P.M. and Minister of Ed cordially
agreed to our request but there is no mention of a regulation to that effect ....
The psychological point: '" the Director was not present at the meeting ... your
Lcrdshtp will recall that it was the express wish of the Hierarchy that Dr Beeby
should NOT be at that meeting ." for that reason I used great caution in saying
what Ministers had granted straight out without consulting him as evidently
by custom amounts to his right. I do not, unless I am forced, want to antagonise
the Dire ctor. 69

The letter is a masterpiece of tact with Gascoigne justifying his decision
not to insist on the freedom guaranteed at the 1944 mee ti ng between
the hierarchy and Fraser by reminding the Bishops of the tenuousness
of the agreement, the absence of Beeby from that meeting (at their
request) despite his right to be consulted in negotiations regarding
education, and the importance of maintaining good relations with the
Department. This careful handling of the sensitive relationship between
the Department and the Catholic hierarchy was a hallmark of Gascoigne's
style. Not surp risingly Gascoigne was greatly relieved to receive an advance
copy of the Prescriptions and to be able to report that in no fewer than
three places mention was made of liberty of treatment and method."
It may be argued that the Catholic education authorities took the hard
road in their response to the curriculum reforms proposed by the Thomas
Committee, They not only re-examined their whole theory and practice,
challenging the ideological basis on which the reforms were premised, but
they also successfully nego tiated chang es to specific curricul um
specifications. By doing so, however, they discovered that they had
to modify the very freedoms they cherished in order to achieve the desired
purpose of enhancing educational and vocational 0PP ortunities for their
students. This paper has challenged the premise that the Catholic response
to the 1944 Thomas Report can be dismissed as conservative. It has
outlined the diversity of views held by Catholic educators arguing that
the Catholic position developed as a result of extensive discussions within
the Catholic educational community and in the light of negotiations with
the state. The protracted discussions over the prop osed education reforms
and the solutions that were negotiated illuminate the workings of
educational politics and the ongoing complexities inherent in relations
between the state and the Catholic education authorities. Negotiations
between t he Director 0 f Catholic Education (Wellington) and the Director
of the Education Department moved from confrontation to accommodation
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as each revealed a willingness to compromise. That Gascoigne and Beeby
reached such an accommodation is in no small part due to their ability
to walk through the minefield of Catholic sensitivities to a resolution
acceptable to both state and church authorities. Had this solution not been
achieved, then the alternative may have been a separate curriculum for
Catholic secondary schools. In a report to th e bishops Gascoigne
acknowledged the significan ce of Beeby' 5 role.
I do believe that no Director of Education could have given the Catholic thesis
a fairer hearing than he accorded ours .... The truth is that he listened to (and
not merely listened to) but has acted upon our advice, and that, MORE THAN
UPON THE COUNSEL OF ANY OTHER SECTION OF THE COMMUNITY (emphasis in
original) .... There was a time when I was among his fiercest critics. But I spoke
out of that most lamentable of all sources-ignorance. 71
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